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What is Shaolin Token $SHAO 

 

Shaolin Token is the most patient and strongest fighter in the 

crypto world. Mission of Shaolin Token is, to provide safe place 

for community and investor. 

 

We want to be the safest Crypto Token in the Crypto World for 

our holders. 

 

Shaolin Token is a decentralized cryptocurrency token 

operating on the Binance Smart Chain that can be 

traded through Pancakeswap and Poocoin. 

 

 

 

 

Our first goal!!! 

 

Above all, our goals are to grow continuously in the initial 

phase until we reach the 1 million USD capacity, so that we can 

start programming our staking portal. (NFTs for APR and an 

NFT Marketplace are our other goals). We will share 

everything else with our investors. 

 

 

 

 

https://pancakeswap.finance/swap?inputCurrency=BNB&outputCurrency=0x84c8b6BdE70d04C11322884910Dc06BeD84A7B03
https://poocoin.app/tokens/0x84c8b6bde70d04c11322884910dc06bed84a7b03


 

 

Some compelling features of Shaolin Token, that 

makes it superior to competitors? 

 

- One of the safest contracts currently on the market. 

Checkable on Tokensniffer: 

https://tokensniffer.com/token/bsc/vesb4vljgpkj2aqcx2xsoub6f

6d0nnvgvsh635x2bgxpukja32ivsgi9qjx0 

 

- In an emergency and only if necessary, we can set the fees 

for buying and selling to a maximum of 15%. (We would only 

use these for attacks). Otherwise our fees will remain at 5%. 

The aim is to grow and then come down to 0.5% fees. 

 

- We started Stealth Launch that will allow small investors to 

buy in now and make huge profits in the long run, especially 

once we start staking it will be very rewarding for anyone who 

jumps in now. 

 

- 2 AMAs every month to attract more and more attention in 

the crypto scene. (We will definitely get this attention!) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://tokensniffer.com/token/bsc/vesb4vljgpkj2aqcx2xsoub6f6d0nnvgvsh635x2bgxpukja32ivsgi9qjx0
https://tokensniffer.com/token/bsc/vesb4vljgpkj2aqcx2xsoub6f6d0nnvgvsh635x2bgxpukja32ivsgi9qjx0


 

 

Tokenomics 

 

- Token Name: Shaolin Token 

- Token Symbol: SHAO 

- 5% Total buy/sell 

- 2% Liquidity 

- 2% Marketing 

- 1% Development 

- Fixed Total Supply 100.000.000.000 

- 100% of Tokens are for selling open 

 

Liquidity is locked at start for 3 month. Then for 6 

month to give more trust to new holders. 

 

Liquidity Lock Link 

https://mudra.website/?certificate=yes&type=0&lp

=0x5ec91e064570faa7d9f79b46c982521bcc865b0e 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://mudra.website/?certificate=yes&type=0&lp=0x5ec91e064570faa7d9f79b46c982521bcc865b0e
https://mudra.website/?certificate=yes&type=0&lp=0x5ec91e064570faa7d9f79b46c982521bcc865b0e


 

 

Roadmap 

 

PHASE 1 

✅Recruitment of core team 

✅Hiring of Development Team 

✅Token contract development 

✅Website launch 

✅Set up social media 

✅Succesful launch (23.03.23) 

 

PHASE 2 

✅Starting marketing 

Whitepaper 

Grows of social media 

Searching for Partnerships 

Reach 5000 Telegram members 

Reach 1000 Holders 

KYC and Audit 

Listing Coinmarketcap 

Listing Coingecko 

 

PHASE 3 

Development of Staking Platform 

Reach 5000 Holders 

Major press release 

Release of Staking Platform 

Development of NFT contract for more APR 

Aggressive marketing 

Listing on Gate.io 



 

 

DISCLAIMER 

Shaolin Token, including but not limited to the overall project, token, website, smart 

contracts as presented in this conceptual paper is not a licensed, unlicensed or 

exempted financial or payment service of any kind and in any jurisdiction. Any 

terminology used in this Whitepaper, on the Website or within the app is intended 

only as a basic reference, without any elective or legal meaning of the same terms 

in a regulated and/or financial environment. Shaolin Token is not in any way e-

money and/or fiat money, or an asset backed stablecoin, whether global or limited 

in scope. This Whitepaper taken by itself is not a contract or a contractual 

agreement of any kind, nor is it an invitation, solicitation or oer to invest in Shaolin 

Token or acquire or use Shaolin Token in any way and with any expectation of profit 

therefrom. Any user of Shaolin Token represents and warrants that such user has 

received appropriate technical, administrative, regulatory and legal advice before 

and a-er accessing and/or reading this Whitepaper or the Website, and/or using any 

portion or element of Shaolin Token. The user hereby acknowledges and accepts 

that there is an inherent high risk in accessing, acquiring or using any kind of 

blockchain and/or crypto system, token, plaorm, so-ware or inteace, including 

Shaolin Token, and further disavows any claim of any kind against any community 

member directly or indirectly involved with Shaolin Token, for any damage suered, 

including total loss.  

 

Shaolin Token 2023 


